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watch on the ship, and this was a time-saver for routine work, but
on the flight itself we carried the best timepiece available, a large
Patek-Philippe watch in a silver case. This watch gave excellent
results and was most valuable in the determination of positions by
celestial navigation.
We used a Bausch and Lomb Aircraft Sextant (Bureau of
Standards Type) which, except for the index-slipping, gave excellent
results. An advantage in the use of this type sextant is the fact that
the size of the bubble, once adjusted, required no further attention
from the time we left Dundee Island till we reached Little America.
We used the Greenwich Hour Angle tabulation in the 1935
American Nautical Almanac. The Greenwich Hour Angle is tabu-
lated directly and displaces the equation of time formerly used for
working celestial navigation problems. The new arrangement is a
distinct advance over the old arrangement.
For reducing observations to position, I selected H,O. No. 211
(Ageton's Tables) as being the most suitable. One big advantage of
these tables over other "short" methods is the fact that the dead-
reckoning position instead of an assumed position is used for work-
ing lines of position. Also, it is convenient for working the Great
Circle courses and distances. And finally it is small, strongly bound,
and indexed.
We used the Aircraft Plotter, a celluloid protractor with a scale,
and found it to be a convenience.
It must be remembered that there are very few navigation charts
of the Antarctic and no topographical maps of the unknown areas
over which we flew. In other words, of the four usual methods of
navigation—Pilotage, Dead . Reckoning, Radio Navigation, and
Celestial Navigation—the first had to be ruled out after passing Cape
Eielson, while, because of the early failure of our radio transmitter,
we could make little use of radio in connection with navigation.
The greatest value of radio in connection with our navigation
problems was the timely reception of time signals from the power-
ful station at Buenos Aires at the very time that we were making
strenuous efforts to fix our position in the bleak plateau of
Antarctica.
I feel that the very difficulties and mishaps that we had with
our navigation equipment helped to provide us with useful data

